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a b s t r a c t 
The main objective of this paper is to study the global stability of the positive solutions and the periodic 
character of the difference equation 
y n +1 = ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k + ey n −s 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
with positive parameters and non-negative initial conditions. Numerical examples to the difference equa- 
tion are given to explain our results. 
Copyright 2016, Egyptian Mathematical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 





























b  1. Introduction 
Difference equations, although their forms look very simple, it
is extremely diﬃcult to understand thoroughly the periodic char-
acter, the boundedness character and the global behaviors of their
solutions. The study of non-linear rational difference equations of
higher order is of paramount importance, since we still know so
little about such equations. It is worthwhile to point out that al-
though several approaches have been developed for ﬁnding the
global character of difference equations, relatively a large number
of difference equations has not been thoroughly understood yet [1–
21] . 
In recent years non-linear difference equations have attracted
the interest of many researchers, for example: 
Kalabuši ´c et al. [12] investigated the periodic nature, the bound-
edness character, and the global asymptotic stability of solutions of
the difference equation 
x n +1 = p n + x n −1 
x n −2 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
where the sequence p n is periodic with period k 2 = { 2 , 3 } with





1110-256X/Copyright 2016, Egyptian Mathematical Society. Production and hosting by Else
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) Raafat [15] studied the global attractivity, periodic nature, oscil-
ation and the boundedness of all admissible solutions of the dif-
erence equations 
 n +1 = A − Bx n −1 ±C + Dx n −2 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
here A, B are non-negative real numbers, C, D are positive real
umbers ±C + Dx n −2  = 0 and for all n ≥ 0. 
Alaa [16] investigated the global stability, the permanence, and
he oscillation character of the recursive sequence 
 n +1 = α + x n −1 
x n 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
here α is a negative number and the initial conditions x −1 and
 0 are negative numbers. 
Obaid et al. [17] investigated the global stability character,
oundedness and the periodicity of solutions of the recursive se-
uence 
 n +1 = ax n + bx n −1 + cx n −2 + dx n −3 
αx n −1 + βx n −2 + γ x n −3 
, 
here the parameters a, b, c, d, α, β and γ are positive real num-
ers and the initial conditions x −3 , x −2 , x −1 and x 0 are positive real
umbers. 
In [18] Zayed studied the global stability and the asymp-
otic properties of the non-negative solutions of the non-linearvier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 











































































 ifference equation 
 n +1 = Ax n + Bx n −k + 
px n + x n −k 
q + x n −k 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
here the parameters A, B, p, q and the initial conditions
 −k , . . . , x −1 , x 0 are arbitrary positive real numbers, while k is a
ositive integer number. 
El-Moneam [19] got the periodicity, the boundedness and the
lobal stability of the positive solutions of the non-linear difference
quation 
 n +1 = Ax n + Bx n −k + Cx n −l + Dx n −σ + 
bx n −k 
dx n −k − ex n −l 
, 
n = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
here the coeﬃcients A, B, C, D, b, d, e ∈ (0, ∞ ), while
, l and σ are positive integers. The initial conditions
 −σ , . . . , x −l , . . . , x −k , . . . , x −1 , x 0 are arbitrary positive real
umbers such that k < l < σ . 
Our aim in this paper is to study some qualitative behavior of
he positive solutions of the difference equation 
 n +1 = ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k + ey n −s 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , (1)
here the initial conditions x −δ, x −δ+1 . . . , x −1 and x 0 are positive
eal numbers where δ = max { t, l, k, s } and the coeﬃcients a, b, c,
, e, α and β are positive real numbers. 
. Some basic deﬁnition 
Let I be some interval of real numbers and let 
 : I δ+1 → I, 
e a continuously differentiable function. Then for every set of ini-
ial conditions x −δ, x −δ+1 , . . . , x 0 ∈ I, the difference equation 
 n +1 = F (y n , y n −1 , . . . , y n −δ ) , n = 0 , 1 , . . . , (2)
has a unique solution { y n } ∞ n = −δ . 
eﬁnition 1 (Equilibrium Point) . A point y ∈ I is called an equilib-
ium point of the difference Eq. (2) if 
 = F ( y , y , . . . , y ) . 
hat is, y n = y for n ≥ 0, is a solution of the difference Eq. (2) , or
quivalently, y is a ﬁxed point of F . 
eﬁnition 2 (Stability) . Let y ∈ ( 0 , ∞ ) be an equilibrium point of
he difference Eq. (2) . Then, we have 
(i) The equilibrium point y of the difference Eq. (2) is called lo-
cally stable if for every  > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
for all y −δ, . . . , y −1 , y 0 ∈ I with 
| y −δ − y | + ... + | y −1 − y | + | y 0 − y | < δ, 
we have 
| y n − y | <  for all n ≥ −δ. 
(ii) The equilibrium point y of the difference Eq. (2) is called lo-
cally asymptotically stable if y is locally stable solution of
Eq. (2) and there exists γ > 0, such that for all y −δ, . . . , y −1 ,
y 0 ∈ I with 
| y −δ − y | + ... + | y −1 − y | + | y 0 − y | < γ , 
we have 
lim 
n →∞ y n = y . 
(iii) The equilibrium point y of the difference Eq. (2) is called
global attractor if for all y −δ, . . . , y −1 , y 0 ∈ I, we have 
lim y = y . 
n →∞ n e(iv) The equilibrium point y of the difference Eq. (2) is called
globally asymptotically stable if y is locally stable, and y is
also a global attractor of the difference Eq. (2) . 
(v) The equilibrium point y of the difference Eq. (2) is called un-
stable if y is not locally stable. 
eﬁnition 3 (Periodicity) . A sequence { y n } ∞ n = −δ is said to be peri-
dic with period p if x n + p = x n for all n ≥ −δ. A sequence { y n } ∞ n = −δ
s said to be periodic with prime period p if p is the smallest pos-
tive integer having this property. 
eﬁnition 4. Eq. (2) is called permanent and bounded if there ex-
sts numbers m and M with 0 < m < M < ∞ such that for any
nitial conditions y −δ, . . . , y −1 , y 0 ∈ ( 0 , ∞ ) there exists a positive
nteger N which depends on these initial conditions such that 
 ≤ y n ≤ M for all n > N. 
eﬁnition 5. The linearized equation of the difference
q. (2) about the equilibrium y is the linear difference equa-
ion 
 n +1 = 
δ∑ 
i =0 
∂F ( y , y , . . . , y ) 
∂y n −i 
x n −i . (3) 
Now, assume that the characteristic equation associated with
3) is 
p(λ) = p 0 λδ + p 1 λδ−1 + ... + p δ−1 λ + p δ = 0 , (4)
here 
p i = 
∂F ( y , y , . . . , y ) 
∂y n −i 
. 
heorem 1 [3] . Assume that p i ∈ R, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , δ and δ is non-




| p i | < 1 , 
s a suﬃcient condition for the asymptotic stability of the difference
quation 
 n + δ + p 1 x n + δ−1 + ... + p δx n = 0 , n = 0 , 1 , ... . 
heorem 2 [4] . Let g : [ η, ξ ] δ+1 → [ η, ξ ] , be a continuous function,
here δ is a positive integer, and where [ η, ξ ] is an interval of real
umbers. Consider the difference equation 
 n +1 = g(y n , y n −1 , . . . , y n −δ ) , n = 0 , 1 , ... . (5)
uppose that g satisﬁes the following conditions. 
(1) For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ δ + 1 ; the function
g(z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z δ+1 ) is weakly monotonic in z i that
is if z i ≥ z´ i then g(z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z i −1 , z i , z i +1 , . . . , z δ+1 ) >
g(z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z i −1 , ´z i , z i +1 , . . . , z δ+1 ) . 
(2) If m, M is a solution of the system 
m = g(m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m δ+1 ) , M = g(M 1 , M 2 , . . . , M δ+1 ) , 
hen m = M, where for each i = 1 , 2 , . . . , δ + 1 , we set 
 i = 
{
m, if g is non-decreasing in z i 
M, if g is non-increasing in z i 
and 
 i = 
{
M, if g is non-decreasing in z i 
m, if g is non-increasing in z i . 
Then there exists exactly one equilibrium point y of Eq. (5) , and
very solution of Eq. (5) converges to y . 




































α3. Local stability 
In this section, we study the local stability character of the
equilibrium point of Eq. (1) . 
Eq. (1) has equilibrium point and is given by 
y = a y + b y + c y + d y + e y 
αy + βy , or ( 1 − a − b − c ) y = 
d + e 
α + β
if a + b + c < 1 , then the unique equilibrium point is 
y = d + e 
( 1 − a − b − c ) ( α + β) . 
Let f : (0 , ∞ ) 5 −→ (0 , ∞ ) be a continuous function deﬁned by
f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) = a v 0 + bv 1 + cv 2 + dv 3 + e v 4 
αv 3 + βv 4 
. (6)
Therefore, it follows that 
∂ f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 0 
= a, ∂ f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 1 
= b, 
∂ f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 2 
= c, 
∂ f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 3 
= ( dβ − αe ) v 4 
( αv 3 + βv 4 ) 2 
, 
∂ f (v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 4 
= ( αe − dβ) v 3 
( αv 3 + βv 4 ) 2 
. 
Then, we see that 
∂ f ( y , y , y , y , y ) 
∂v 0 
= a = p 1 , ∂ f ( y , y , y , y , y ) 
∂v 1 
= b= p 2 , 
∂ f ( y , y , y , y , y ) 
∂v 2 
= c = p 3 , 




dβ − αe 
( α + β) 2 
)(
( 1 − a − b − c ) ( α + β) 
d + e 
)
= ( dβ − αe ) ( 1 − a − b − c ) 
( α + β) ( d + e ) = p 4 , 





( α + β) 2 
)(
( 1 − a − b − c ) ( α + β) 
d + e 
)
= ( αe − dβ) ( 1 − a − b − c ) 
( α + β) ( d + e ) = p 5 . (7)
The linearized equation of Eq. (1) about y , is 
y n +1 = p 1 y n + p 2 y n −t + p 3 y n −l + p 4 y n −k + p 5 y n −s . 
Theorem 3. Assume that d β  = αe , 1 > a + b + c and 
2 | ( dβ − αe ) | < ( α + β) ( d + e ) (8)
then the equilibrium point y of Eq. (1) is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. From (7) and (8) we deduce that 
| p 1 | + | p 2 | + | p 3 | + | p 4 | + | p 5 | < 1 
| a | + | b | + | c | + 
∣∣∣∣ ( dβ − αe ) ( 1 − a − b − c ) ( α + β) ( d + e ) 
∣∣∣∣
+ 
∣∣∣∣ ( αe − dβ) ( 1 − a − b − c ) ( α + β) ( d + e ) 
∣∣∣∣ < 1 , 
2 ( 1 − a − b − c ) 
( α + β) ( d + e ) | ( dβ − αe ) | < 1 − a − b − c. 
If 1 − a − b − c > 0 , then 
2 | ( dβ − αe ) | < ( α + β) ( d + e ) . The proof is complete. . Global stability 
In this section we study the global stability of the positive so-
utions of Eq. (1) . 
heorem 4. The equilibrium point y is a global attractor of Eq. (1) if
ne of the following conditions holds: 
(i ) dβ − αe  0 , a + b + c < 1 . 
(ii ) αe − dβ  0 , a + b + c < 1 . 
roof. Let r and s be non-negative real numbers and assume that
 : [ r, s ] 5 → [ r, s ] be a function deﬁned by 
(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) = a v 0 + bv 1 + cv 2 + dv 3 + e v 4 
αv 3 + βv 4 
. 
hen 
∂g(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 0 
= a, ∂g(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 1 
= b, 
∂g(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 2 
= c, 
∂g(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 3 
= ( dβ − αe ) v 4 
( αv 3 + βv 4 ) 2 
, 
∂g(v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) 
∂v 4 
= ( αe − dβ) v 3 
( αv 3 + βv 4 ) 2 
. 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1: Let dβ − αe > 0 , a + b + c < 1 , and e − d  = 0 is true,
hen we can easily see that the function g ( v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) is in-
reasing in v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and decreasing in v 4 . Suppose that ( m, M ) is
 solution of the system 
 = h (M, M, M, M, m ) and m = h (m, m, m, m, M) . 
hen from Eq. (1) , we see that 
 = aM + bM + cM + dM + em 
αM + βm and m = am + bm + cm 
+ dm + eM 
αm + βM 
hen 
( 1 − a − b − c ) M 2 + β( 1 − a − b − c ) mM = dM + em, 
α( 1 − a − b − c ) m 2 + β( 1 − a − b − c ) Mm = dm + eM. 
ubtracting this two equations, we obtain 
( M − m ) [ α( 1 − a − b − c ) ( M + m ) + ( e − d ) ] = 0 , 
nder the condition a + b + c  = 1 and e  = d we see that M = m. It
ollows from Theorem 2 that y is a global attractor of Eq. (1) . 
Case 2: Let αe − dβ > 0 , a + b + c < 1 , and ( α − β)
( 1 − a − b − c )  = d − e is true, then we can easily see that the
unction g ( v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 ) is increasing in v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 4 and decreas-
ng in v 3 . Suppose that ( m, M ) is a solution of the system 
 = h (M, M, M, m, M) and m = h (m, m, m, M, m ) . 
hen from Eq. (1) , we see that 
 = aM + bM + cM + dm + eM 
αm + βM and m = am + bm + cm 
+ dM + em 
αM + βm 
hen 
( 1 − a − b − c ) Mm + β( 1 − a − b − c ) M 2 = dm + eM, 
α( 1 − a − b − c ) mM + β( 1 − a − b − c ) m 2 = dM + em. 























































xubtracting this two equations, we obtain 
( M − m ) [ β( 1 − a − b − c ) ( M + m ) + ( d − e ) ] = 0 , 
nder the condition a + b + c  = 1 and e  = d we see that M = m. It
ollows from Theorem 2 that y is a global attractor of Eq. (1) . This
ompletes the proof. 
. Boundedness of solutions 
In this section we investigate the boundedness nature of the
olutions of Eq. (1) . 
heorem 5. Every solution of Eq. (1) is bounded if a + b + c < 1 . 
roof. Let { y n } ∞ n = −δ be a solution of Eq. (1) . It follows from
q. (1) that 
 n +1 = ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k + ey n −s 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
, 
= ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
+ ey n −s 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
, 
≤ ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k 
αy n −k 
+ ey n −s 
βy n −s 
, 






We have y n +1 ≤ z n +1 , where z n +1 = az n + bz n −t + cz n −l + d α + e β
inear non-homogenous equation. It is easy to see that the solu-
ion of this equation is locally asymptotically stable and converges
o the equilibrium point z¯ = dβ+ αe 
αβ[1 −(a + b+ c)] if a + b + c < 1 . By us-
ng the inequality theorem we have that the solution of Eq. (1) is
ounded. 
heorem 6. Every solution of Eq. (1) is unbounded if a > 1 or b > 1
r c > 1. 
roof. Let { y n } ∞ n = −δ be a solution of Eq. (1) . Then from Eq. (1) we
ee that 
 n +1 = ay n + by n −t + cy n −l + 
dy n −k + ey n −s 
αy n −k + βy n −s 
> ay n f or all n ≥ 1 .
e see that the right hand side can be written as follows 
 n +1 = az n . 
hen 
 n = a n z 0 . 
nd this equation is unstable because a > 1, and lim 
n →∞ z n = ∞ . Then
y using ratio test { y n } ∞ n = −δ is unbounded from above. Using the
ame technique, we can prove the other cases. 
. Periodic solutions 
Here we study the existence of periodic solutions of Eq. (1) . 
heorem 7. If t, l, k, are an even and s is an odd then Eq. (1) has a
rime period two solutions if and only if 
( e − d ) (α − β)(a + b + c + 1) − 4 ( eα(a + b + c) + dβ) > 0 . (9)
roof. First suppose that there exists a prime period two solution 
..p, q, p, q, . . . , 
f Eq. (1) . If t, l and k are even and s is an odd then y n = y n −t =
 n −l = y n −k and y n +1 = y n −s . It follows from Eq. (1) that 
p = aq + bq + cq + dq + ep 
αq + βp and q = ap + bp + cp + 
dp + eq 
αp + βq . Therefore, 
p 2 + αpq = α(a + b + c) q 2 + β(a + b + c) pq + dq + ep, (10)
nd 
q 2 + αpq = α(a + b + c) p 2 + β(a + b + c) pq + dp + eq. (11)
By subtracting (11) from (10) , we deduce 
p + q = e − d 
β + α(a + b + c) . (12)
Again, adding (10) and (11) , we have 
pq = 
(
( e − d ) ( eα(a + b + c) + dβ) 
( β + α(a + b + c) ) 2 
)(
1 




here e > d and α > β . 
Let p and q are the two positive distinct real roots of the
uadratic equation 
 




e − d 





( e − d ) ( eα(a + b + c) + dβ) 
( β + α(a + b + c) ) 2 (α − β)(a + b + c + 1) 
)
= 0 (14) 
Thus, we deduce 
e − d 




( e − d ) ( eα(a + b + c) + dβ) 





(α − β)(a + b + c + 1) 
)
> 0 , 
r 
( e − d ) (α − β)(a + b + c + 1) − 4 ( eα(a + b + c) + dβ) > 0 . 
Therefor Inequality (9) holds. 
Second suppose that Inequality (9) is true. We will show that
q. (1) has a prime period two solution. 
Suppose that 
p = ( e − d ) + ζ
2 ( β + αA ) and q = 
( e − d ) − ζ
2 ( β + αA ) , 
here ζ = 
√ 
( e − d ) 2 − 4 ( e −d ) ( eαA + dβ) (α−β)(A +1) and A = a + b + c. 
Therefore p and q are distinct real numbers. 
Set 
x −t = q, x −l = q, x −k = q, x −s = p, . . . , x −3 = p, x −2 = q, 
 −1 = p, x 0 = q. 
e would like to show that 
 1 = x −1 = p and x 2 = x 0 = q. 
t follows from Eq. (1) that 
 1 = aq + bq + cq + dq + ep 
αq + βp = Aq + 
d 
(
( e −d ) −ζ




( e −d ) + ζ




( e −d ) −ζ




( e −d ) + ζ
2 ( β+ αA ) 
) . 
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E  Dividing the denominator and numerator by 2 ( β + αA ) we get 
x 1 = Aq + d ( ( e − d ) − ζ ) + e ( ( e − d ) + ζ ) 
α( ( e − d ) − ζ ) + β( ( e − d ) + ζ ) 
= Aq + ( e + d ) ( e − d ) + ( e − d ) ζ
( α + β) ( e − d ) + ( β − α) ζ . 
Multiplying the denominator and numerator of the right side by
( α + β) ( e − d ) − ( β − α) ζ
x 1 = Aq + ( e − d ) [ ( e + d ) + ζ ] [ ( α + β) ( e − d ) − ( β − α) ζ ] 
[ ( α + β) ( e − d ) + ( β − α) ζ ] [ ( α + β) ( e − d ) − ( β − α
= Aq + ( 
e − d ) 
[
( e + d ) ( α + β) ( e − d ) + 2 ( αe − βd ) ζ − ( β − α
( α + β) 2 ( e − d ) 2 − ( β − α) 2 ζ 2 
= Aq + 
( e − d ) 
[
( e + d ) ( α + β) ( e − d ) + 2 ( αe − βd ) ζ − ( β − α
( α + β) 2 ( e − d ) 2 − ( β − α) 2 
(
( e − d ) 2 −
= Aq + 
( e − d ) 
[
2 ( e − d ) ( αe + βd ) + 2 ( αe − βd ) ζ −
(
4 ( e −d ) ( eα
(A +1
4 αβ( e − d ) 2 + 
(
4 ( α−β) ( e −d ) ( eαA + dβ) 
(A +1) 
)
= Aq + 2 ( e − d ) [ ( αe + βd ) (A + 1) − 2 ( eαA + dβ) ] + 2(A + 1)
4 αβ( e − d ) (A + 1) + 4 ( α − β) ( eαA + dβ)
= A 
(
( e − d ) − ζ
2 ( β + αA ) 
)
+ ( e − d ) ( αe − βd ) (1 − A ) + (A + 1) ( αe −
2 ( αA + β) ( eα − dβ) 
= ( e − d ) A − Aζ + ( e − d ) (1 − A ) + (A + 1) ζ
2 ( αA + β) = 
( e − d ) + ζ
2 ( αA + β) =
Similarly as before, it is easy to show that 
x 2 = q. 
Then by induction we get 
x 2 n = q and x 2 n +1 = p for all n ≥ −δ. 
Thus Eq. (1) has the prime period two solution 
..., p, q, p, q, . . . , 
where p and q are the distinct roots of the quadratic Eq. (14) and
the proof is complete. 
The following Theorem can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 8. Eq. (1) has a prime period two solutions if and only if 
(i ) ( d − e ) ( β − α) ( 1 + a + b + c ) > 4 ( dβ( a + b + c ) + αe ) , 
t, l, s − e v en and k − od d . 
(ii ) ( e − d ) ( α − β) ( 1 + a + c − b ) > 4 ( eα( a + c ) + dβ( 1 − b ) ) , 
l, k − e v en and t, s − od d . 
(iii ) ( d − e ) ( β − α) ( 1 + a + c − b ) > 4 ( dβ( a + c ) + eα( 1 − b ) ) , 
l, s − e v en and t, k − od d . 
(i v ) ( e − d ) ( α − β) ( 1 + a + b − c ) > 4 ( eα( a + b ) + dβ( 1 − c ) ) , 
t, k − e v en and l, s − od d . 
(v ) ( d − e ) ( β − α) ( 1 + a + b − c ) > 4 ( eα( 1 − c ) + dβ( a + b ) ) , 
l, k − odd and t, s − e v en. 
(v i ) ( d − e ) ( β − α) ( 1 + a − b − c ) > 4 ( dβa + eα( 1 − b − c ) ) , 
t, l, k − odd and s − e v en. 
(v ii ) ( e − d ) ( α − β) ( 1 + a − b − c ) > 4 ( eαa + dβ( 1 − b − c ) ) , 
t, l, s − odd and k − e v en. 
Theorem 9. If t, l, k, and s are an even and a + b + c + d+ e 
α+ β  = 1 ,
then Eq. (1) has no prime period two solutions. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a prime period two solution ..., p,
q, p, q , ..., of Eq. (1) . We see from Eq. (1) when t, l, k and s are an 
]
, 
 − d ) 2 − 4 ( e −d ) ( eαA + dβ) (α−β)(A +1) 
)]












p = aq + bq + cq + dq + eq 
αq + βq , (15)
 = ap + bp + cp + dp + ep 
αp + βp . (16)
ubtracting (16) from (15) gives 
1 − a − b − c − d + e 
α + β
)
(p − q ) = 0 , 
ince a + b + c + d+ e 
α+ β  = 1 , then p = q . This is a contradiction. Thus,
he proof is completed. 
heorem 10. Eq. (1) has no prime period two solutions if one of the
ollowing statements holds 
(i ) 1 + a  = b + c + d + e 
α + β , l, k, s, t − od d . 
(ii ) 1 + a + b + c  = d + e 
α + β , l, t − e v en and k, s − od d . 
(iii ) 1 + a + d + e 
α + β  = b + c, k, s − e v en and t, l − od d . 
(i v ) 1 + a + c + d + e 
α + β  = b, l, k, s − e v en and t − od d . 
(v ) 1 + a + b + d + e 
α + β  = c, t, k, s − e v en and l − od d . 
(v i ) 1 + a + b  = c + d + e 
α + β , t − e v en and l, k, s − od d . 
(v ii ) 1 + a + c  = b + d + e 
α + β , l − e v en and t, k, s − od d . 
roof. As the proof of the previous Theorem. 
. Numerical examples 
In this section we present some numerical examples in order
o conﬁrm the results of the previous sections and to support our
heoretical discussions. These examples represent different types of
ualitative behavior of solutions of Eq. (1) 
xample 1. Fig. 1 shows that the solution of the difference
q. (1) is local stability if t = 5 , l = 4 , k = 2 , s = 3 , a = 0 . 15 , b =
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plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))
Fig. 1. Draw the behavior of the solution of Eq. (1) . 













plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))













( . 1 , c = 0 . 2 , d = 2 , e = 0 . 5 , α = 0 . 6 , β = 1 . 6 and the initial condi-
ions x −5 = 0 . 2 , x −4 = 0 . 7 , x −3 = 0 . 5 , x −2 = 2 . 1 , x −1 = 1 . 1 and x 0 =
 . 4 . 
xample 2. See Fig. (2) when we take the difference Eq. (1) with
 = 5 , l = 4 , k = 2 , s = 3 , a = 0 . 9 , b = 0 . 2 , c = 0 . 3 , d = 2 , e = 0 . 5 ,
= 0 . 6 , β = 1 . 6 and the initial conditions x −5 = 0 . 2 , x −4 = 0 . 7 , −3 = 0 . 5 , x −2 = 2 . 1 , x −1 = 1 . 1 and x 0 = 0 . 4 , the solution is unsta-
le. 
xample 3. The solution of the difference Eq. (1) is globally
symptotically stable if t = 5 , l = 4 , k = 2 , s = 3 , a = 0 . 4 , b = 0 . 03 ,
 = 0 . 2 , d = 3 , e = 0 . 4 , α = 0 . 6 , β = 2 . 6 and the initial conditions
 −5 = 0 . 2 , x −4 = 0 . 7 , x −3 = 0 . 5 , x −2 = 2 . 1 , x −1 = 1 . 1 and x 0 = 0 . 4
See Fig. 3 ). 
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plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))
Fig. 3. Sketch the behavior of the solution of Eq. (1) is global stable when dβ > αe . 















plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))
Fig. 4. Plot the behavior of the solution of Eq. (1) is global stable when αe > dβ . 
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plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))
Fig. 5. Plot the periodicity of the solution of Eq. (1) . 















plot of y(n+1)= a y(n)+b y(n−t)+c y(n−l)+((d y(n−k)+ e y(n−s))/(alpha y(n−k)+ bata y(n−s)))













0 . 2 , x = 0 . 7 , x = 0 . 5 , x = 1 . 1 and x = 0 . 4 . xample 4. Fig. 4 shows that the solution of the difference
q. (1) is globally asymptotically stable if t = 5 , l = 4 , k = 2 ,
 = 3 , a = 0 . 4 , b = 0 . 01 , c = 0 . 1 , d = 1 , e = 0 . 9 , α = 1 . 8 , β = 0 . 6
nd the initial conditions x −5 = 0 . 2 , x −4 = 0 . 7 , x −3 = 0 . 5 ,x −2 =
 . 1 , x −1 = 1 . 1 and x 0 = 0 . 4 . 
xample 5. Fig. 5 shows the solution of Eq. (1) has a prime pe-
iod two solution t = l = k = 4 , s = 5 , a = 0 . 03 , b = 0 . 04 , c = 0 . 02 , = 0 . 01 , e = 0 . 5 , α = 0 . 6 , β = 2 and the initial conditions x −5 = p,
 −4 = q, x −3 = p, x −2 = q, x −1 = p and x 0 = q . 
xample 6. Fig. 6 shows the solution of Eq. (1) has no prime pe-
iod two solution t = l = k = 4 , s = 2 , a = 0 . 03 , b = 0 . 04 , c = 0 . 02 ,
 = 0 . 01 , e = 0 . 5 , α = 0 . 6 , β = 2 and the initial conditions x −4 =−3 −2 −1 0 
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